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 Against the backdrop of fast changing global scenario in terms of ecological 
mechanism, eco-tourism seems to be a safe haven in the present context. With large scale 
carbon emission, unplanned urbanization, deforestation, excessive use of chemical fertilizers, 
pesticides and our lackadaisical attitude to nature, the prospect of keeping ecology intact 
comes as a herculean task for all concerned. Once this deterioration goes unabated, leading 
life itself right on earth will be a challenging task.What we can do in alleviating this crisis is 
to take up eco-friendly measures in the right direction. Of all those conceivable measures, 
eco-tourism bears incalculable potentials not only in addressing nature related problems, but 
also in facilitating tourism sector with all benefits. As conservation of environment and 
overall development of the local community are its prime objectives, eco-tourism goes a long 
way in one’s genuine concern for ecology-cum-tourism mechanism.This paper makes an 
earnest effort at studying some of the key rituals and ceremonies celebrated across the North-
East. Apart from age old norms and cross cultural apparatuses, their rich eco tourism 
potentials have been given due focus. However, special reference is also made to the 
BarechahariaBhowna, one of the most significant cultural extravaganzas being celebrated at 
Jamugurihat in the district of Sonitpur, Assam since the 18th century in respect of its far 
reaching potentials facilitating eco tourism in the region.     
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1. INTRODUCTION:         
 By rituals and ceremonies, we refer to those practices that are intrinsically related to a 
particular community in a given area. Each of the members from the community finds himself 
or herself at ease as soon as those practices are observed duly. Ofcourse, different 
communities have different practices. But the most striking factor about the rituals and 
ceremonies is their unifying bond that goes a long way in making the society a peaceful abode 
of living. Given this side in view, attempts and efforts have been made by policy makers to 
revamp them with a view to facilitating their eco-tourism potentials.  
 North-East India, being a rich treasure house of cultural mosaic and numerous rituals 
and ceremonies, carries immense possibility to attract touristsfrom different corners of the 
world. With the mighty Brahmaputra flowing across, lush green, large areas of forest cover, 
rich flora and fauna coupled with so many tribes with their unique festivals and rituals and 
ceremonies, the region itself may be converted to a hot spot in terms of eco-tourism. 
Moreover, multifarious food habits, drink, folklore, customs, crafts, sight-seeing, handmade 
products, museums, historical structures, family patterns etc. may also be taken recourse to in 
revamping the tourism sector.       
 Taking this enormous possibility into account, this paper takes up basically the rituals 
and ceremonies in the region with special reference to the BarechahariaBhowna, a unique 
cultural extravaganza being in vogue at Jamugurihat, Sonitpur, Assam, since the time of the 
great Vaishnavite saint SrimantaSankardeva. At first, a cursory look has been thrown at the 
rituals and ceremonies in the region. Then, a study is made on the nature and the way the 
BarechahariaBhowna is observed. However, the problems faced by the ceremonies and 
conceivable remedial measures have been discussed too.     
       

Abstract 
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2. METHODOLOGY:         
 The study is completely descriptive and theoretical. It is based on primary and 
secondary data. Being eye witnesses to the ceremony, data are collected from interaction and 
discussion with the people actively associated with it. Besides these primary sources, we have 
taken recourse to various types of articles, magazines, research papers, books, journals, 
government publications and Internet.  

3. DISCUSSION AND ANALYSIS:       
 There is no denying the fact that tourism is one of the greatest promoters of national 
and international ties among communities of a country and of various countries. Apart from 
facilitating a close bond, it fosters social, economic and cultural development. As such, 
perhaps next to transport equipment and petroleum products, tourism is the second biggest 
industry in the world. However, the most disquieting factor arises when we find tourism 
causing hazards and imbalance in nature. In addition, unmitigated global warming posing 
threat to our eco-system is another factor as to why we should turn to eco-tourism in the 
present day world. Of course, eco-tourism is just a part of a great variety of tourism that 
comes into being with every passing day. Mention may be made of ethno-tourism, cultural-
tourism, tea-tourism, adventure-tourism, community based tourism, among many others. 
 As more than 40% of all international tourists, to follow the recommendation of the 
World Tourism Organization, are cultural-tourists or tourists concerned with festivals, rituals 
and ceremonies etc., revamping the same could reap maximum benefit as far as ecology is 
concerned. Indeed, this is likely to become fruitful in case of the North-East. However, it is 
really disheartening to think that the region is far lagging behind in tourism sector if 
compared to other states of the country like Rajasthan, Tamil Nadu, Uttaranchal, Jammu & 
Kashmir, Goa etc. Despite so many flag-ship schemes like the ‘AtithiDevoBhava’, ‘Ritual 
Tourism’, ‘Priyadarshini’, all the states are not equal in the field of tourism. If the ‘Camel 
festival’, ‘Marwar festival’, ‘PushkarMela’ in Rajasthan, Dravidian tradition and culture in 
Tamil Nadu have been given due importance, why can’t werejuvenate the Hornbill festival of 
Nagaland, the Bihu of Assam, Biju of Tripura etc. to attract tourists.  
 Rituals and ceremonies in the North-East are many and varied. With so many states 
anchoring different types of people, their myriad cultural practices seem to attract any passer 
by. All the states do inherit their unique practices relating to religion, marriage, harvest, 
community feast and fishing etc. Again, different communities within a given state have their 
distinct practices. For instance, the Bihu is the prime festival in Assam. People irrespective of 
caste, creed and religion celebrate with pomp and gaiety. But each community has its own 
rituals and ceremonies in respect of different social practices. The Tiwa, the Karbi, the Ahom, 
the Bodo, the Chutia have their own practices. In Nagaland, though the Horn Bill festival is 
important one, different tribes like the Aos, the Angamis, the Semas have their unique cultural 
practices. Similarly, the RaasLeela of Manipur, Biju of Tripura, NiechuDau of Arunachal 
Pradesh, Wangala of Meghalaya are being celebrated alongside scores of other rituals and 
ceremonies.         
 Despite the Bihu being the main festival in Assam, the state is in no derth of 
anchoring so many rituals and ceremonies. The BarechahariaBhowna is one of them. The 
term ‘Barechaharia’ is an Assamese word meaning various villages, as many as 12 in 
numbers and ‘Bhowna’ means play or dance. BarechahariaBhowna is an assemblage of quite 
a number of Bhowna performed by different villages in the same place under the same pandal 
following a uniformly set decorum and discipline. Set up by SrimantaSankardeva back in the 
15th and 16th centuries, the ceremony is set for raising the mass spiritually, providing an ideal 
platform for teaching-learning through entertainment. The great saint’s moral and religious 
teachings have done a lot in doing away with the effects of feudalism and darkness of 
medievalism. Looking at the revolutionary change meted out to the social structure, Mahatma 
Gandhi rightly says, “Assam is beyond my dream. My services are not required here”. 
 To know the beginning of the BarechahariaBhowna at Jamugurihat, it is important to 
take a cursory look at history and the changes occurred in social structure. Right from the 
Mowamoriya revolt in 1769 A.D. and the Burmese invasion in the 19th century, numerous 
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people had to shift their place to North Bank of the Brahmaputra from Nagaon and upper 
Assam districts. In search of a safe and fertile land a section of them came to Jamugurihat. 
The area has already been inhabited by various communities including the Koch, Rabha, 
Kachari, Mising and Koibarta. The new set of people came under the direct influence of Satra 
and took deep interest in the Satriya culture. It was under their active participation and noble 
endeavor that the BarechahariaBhowna has been celebrated in every 5-7 years in the post 
harvest period. As many as 20-30 village-troupes or khels organize the mega festival. A 
‘Khel’ may include several people confined to one village, one ‘Khola’ (stage) is assigned to 
one ‘Khel’. Every ‘Khel’ has its own Namghar and all the Namghars are joined one by one to 
make a circle. There lies a holy throne known as ‘Thapona’ at the centre and the 
BhagawatPurana is placed on it. The splendidly decorated ‘Thapona’ stands for the place of 
Lord Bishnu.          
 The entire stage is constructed in the shape of a lotus and each of the petal-like stages 
is assigned to a particular khel. The stage has fascinating beauty and exhibits the splendor of 
folk architecture. Constructed with bamboo, thatch and cane, the stage could accommodate 
large number of people who enjoy the cultural extravaganza lasting for 2-3 nights. 
 The procedure involved in initiating the Bhowna is quite fascinating. With the entry 
of hundreds of Gayanas (singers)and Bayanas (instrument players) in traditional all white 
costume playing ‘Kholas’ and ‘Talas’, there appears a mesmerizing spectacle leaving the 
audience awe-struck and spell-bound. They also display a series of dances like ‘Saru-
Dhemali’, ‘Bor-Dhemali’, ‘Ghosa-Dhemali’ etc.      
 Like the chorus in European drama, the Sutradhar is an indispensable part of the 
Bhowna. Right from beginning till the end, the Sutradhar stays playing significant role in 
announcing the plot with symbolic gestures, directing entry and exit of the performers, 
making commentary in Brajawali (a dialect created by Sankardeva) etc. Besides the 
Sutradhar, the Khanikar (Decorator or painter) also plays an influential role in the Bhowna. 
Intimately associated with the dress and make-up of the Bhaorias (actors), he makes the wings 
or masks, artificial weapons and effigies.       
 The BarechahariaBhowna is so popular among people that they throng in large 
numbers and actively participate as soon as the celebration comes under way. A striking 
festive atmosphere may be perceived among the people. The following chart shows the year 
and place of celebration of the mega event. 

Serial Number Year of Celebration Proper Place 

1 1797 RaghudoloniPathar, Jamugurihat 

2 1807 KhunkhowahatPathar, Jamugurihat 

3 1812 PhakuaPathar, Jamugurihat 

4 1817 RaghudoloniPathar, Jamugurihat 

5 1885 Ghiladhoria, Jamugurihat 

6 1895 DumorBakori, Jamugurihat 

7 1900 DhakoriPathar, Jamugurihat 

8 1905 PakamuraPathar, Jamugurihat 

9 1910 BaliparaPathar, Jamugurihat 

10 1917 PakamuraPathar, Jamugurihat 

11 1919 Patalorchuk, Jamugurihat 

12 1921 PakamuraPathar, Jamugurihat 

13 1928 PakamuraPathar, Jamugurihat 

14 1933 PakamuraPathar, Jamugurihat 

15 1949 PakamuraPathar, Jamugurihat 
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16 1954 Futukatoli , Jamugurihat 

17 1961 PakamuraPathar, Jamugurihat 

18 1965 PakamuraPathar, Jamugurihat 

19 1969 PakamuraPathar, Jamugurihat 

20 1975 PakamuraPathar, Jamugurihat 

21 1979 PakamuraPathar, Jamugurihat 

22 1986 PakamuraPathar, Jamugurihat 

23 1993 PakamuraPathar, Jamugurihat 

24 1999 PakamuraPathar, Jamugurihat 

25 2007 PakamuraPathar, Jamugurihat 

 

 The ceremony of the BarechahariaBhowna may be adorned with the tag of cultural 
tourism sector which, in turn, could facilitate eco-tourism in the state. As the Bhowna requires 
so many things like special costumes, masks, large pandals, ornaments etc, small scale 
industries may be set up catering not only to the requirements of the Bhowna, but also to 
generate the prospect of self-employment for the youths. The small scale industries may also 
produce traditional things luring tourists. Once the Bhowna is made a preferred choice, 
providing accommodation including food and lodging would also facilitate employment 
opportunities and inter-cultural activities. However, new areas of research and experiment 
would also come into being.       4. 
TRANSPORT AND COMMUNICATION:       
 Jamugurihat, one of the most significant cultural hotspots in the district of Sonitpur, 
Assam, is well connected with railway and bus services. With the N.H. 52 passing through, 
Jamugurihat may be reached at from different parts of the state. Bus services from Guwahati 
to BiswanathChariali, Lakhimpur, Arunachal Pradesh, Dhemaji may be taken resort to in 
one’s quest for visiting Jamugurihat.       5. 
PROBLEMS AND REMEDIAL MEASURES:     
 Despite enormous possibility of becoming a cultural hotspot for tourism, celebration 
of the BarechahariaBhowna reels under scores of problems. Right from the lack of concrete 
stage and the location being low-lying, the rich cultural extravaganza finds a bleak future. As 
such there arise frequent halts and breaks in celebrating the event.   
 So, it is time we took serious concern whether the cultural extravaganza could be 
revamped in the days to come. Proper planning and remedial measures are likely to give a real 
boost to this particular event. Let us take a look at those conceivable measures.  
 Firstly, low-lying areas allotted to the celebration of the event should be raised by 
filling earth.          
 Secondly, concrete shed should be constructed with traditional architectural designs.
 Thirdly, buildings within the campus may be erected meant for basic amenities to the 
spectators and researchers.        
 Fourthly, museums may be constructed keeping old but precious books, ornaments, 
costumes, locally produced things etc.       
 Fifthly, to rejuvenate Satriya dance and other art forms of the rich Vaishnavite 
culture, a permanent centre could be established.      
 Sixthly, both the print and electronic media should come forward drawing attention of 
the people from different parts of the world.      
 Seventhly, Govt., NGOs, educational institutions should take up different measures 
including seminars, workshops, symposium etc. to unfold the immense possibility of the 
cultural extravaganza.         6. 
CONCLUSION:         
 What we notice in the aforesaid discussion is that the BarechahariaBhowna carries 
enormous possibility of becoming one of the most favoured cultural hotspots in the region. As 
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the event faces serious hurdles in continuing its existence, proper planning could go a long 
way in overcoming those problems and making it a genuine hub for cultural tourism. If it is 
done on time, the overall concept of eco-tourism is likely to achieve the glimpse of reality in 
the days to come. However, constant effort should be made by the Govt., NGOs, and the 
larger community in general.  
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